
Making healthy a habit
The science behind Maxwell

THE THEORY
Big behavior changes start with the tiniest of habits, so let’s make health and wellness easier.

How we built a wellness portal people actually like to use
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Designs with purely 
rational content report  
very large profit gains

Designs with purely 
emotional content report

very large profit gains

COMBINED

RATIONAL EMOTIONAL

Designs that mix  
emotional and rational  
content report 
very large profit gains

THE HEART RULES THE BRAIN 
When you design your corporate wellness strategy to appeal to employees’ 

emotional needs, better results are guaranteed and everybody wins.

People dive in and get involved when you 

MAKE IT EASY TO SUCCEED

 · Create powerful triggers

 · Keep actions simple and intuitive

 · Provide a clear path every step of the way

 · Offer recommendations based on personal  
preferences and needs

 · Use the power of color to cue actions–  
green means go

40%

19%

Your attention to the details helps  

BUILD TRUST AND LOYALTY 

 · Make the site beautiful and professional

 · Use the power of social media to inspire  
action through peer support

 · Show proof of subject matter expertise

 · Be authentic, human and personal

52% of users say that a bad mobile experience made 
them less likely to engage with a company.2
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The name of the game is to 

KEEP THE SPARK ALIVE

 · Easy-to-use design

 · Focus on positive steps taken 

 · Increase visibility of incentives

 · Create opportunities to share progress 

 · Use time-sensitive challenges

Humans naturally respond when you 

MAKE IT ALL ABOUT THEM 

 · Offer customizable options: data uploads,  
personal social profile, build-your-own 
homepage 

 · Send personalized action reminders and 
praise via emails, text and calendar reminders

 · Allow users to build social status through  
ranking increases

more likely to be obese  
if spouse is obese4

37%
more likely to be obese 

if a friend is4

57%

Likewise, social networks greatly motivate “friends” 
to exercise, and the effects increase over time.5

58% Complete
Earning

46% Complete
My Commitment

potential uptick 
in performance 
when wellness 
initiatives involve 
technology3

22%

made changes without 
personalized content1

made changes with  
personalized content1

Personalized content 
+ personal attention 
= healthy behavior adoption


